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CFiliPTER I
INI'ROJ)UCTION

1.1.

Introduction.

Tne quaternions are interesting

in that they are a mUltiplicatively non-commutative system
in which all of the other field postulates are valid.
the quaternions were the first discovered

Since

non-co~~utative

division algebra, an investigation of their properties and
construction became the basis of this study.
1.2.

Statement

£!

the problem.

It is the purpose of

this study (1.) to give an ·insight on the history and con
struction of the quaternions; (2.) to give a complete proof
that the quaternions form a division ring; (3.) to investi
gate the conditions for two quaternions to be commutative
multiplicatively and their consequences, and (4.) to present
some representations of quaternions.

1.3.

Organization of the paper.

The second chapter

contains a brief history of what led to the discovery of
quaternions and their construction as a four dimensional
number.
Chapter three develops the algebra of quaternions and
the proof that the quaternions form a division ring.

A

theorem attributed to Frobenius is presented and proved.

2
In chapter four the

co~~utative

quaternions are intro

duced and as a consequence of Frobenius' theorem an isomorphism
between the commutative quaternions and the complex numbers is
known to exist.

The isomor9hism is then presented.

Chapter five presents some theorems on representations
of quaternions by means of isomorphisms.
The sixth and last chapter gives a
suggestion for further study.

s~~ary

and a

C2AP'rER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OF QUATERNIONS
2.1.

Introduction.

'rbe algebra of quaternions was

born in a paper presented before the Royal Irish Academy on
November 13, 1843, by the Irish mathematician Sir William
Rowan Hamilton.

Hamilton expanded this paper to include

applications in the area of physics and in 1853 published
Lectures

~

Quaternions and in 1866 Elements of Quaternions.

Hamilton's motivation in developing the quaternions
came about through his investigations of the complex numbers.
Instead of regarding a complex number as one number, Hamilton
conceived it as an ordered pair.

He then used these ordered

pairs to represent directed line segments in the Cartesian
plane.

With this representation, the imaginary unit i was

considered as an operator to rotate a directed line segment
in the plane.

The complex number system was then a very con

venient number system for the study of directed line segments
and rotations in a plane.
With this in mind, Hamilton attempted to devise an
analagous system of numbers for application to directed line
segments and rotations in three dimensional space.

It seemed

natural to Hamilton that since the complex numbers could be
represen~ed

by ordered pairs the analagous number system for

the study of directed line segments and rotations in space

would require a representation by ordered triplets.

That is,

numbers of the form a + bi + cj where a, band c are real num
bers and i and j are imaginary units.

Hamilton had great

difficulties for several years as he was unable to define a
satisfactory multiplication operation on these ordered trip
lets.

This difficulty was explained in 1878 when the

algebraist Frobenius showed that no numbers exist beyond the
ordinary complex numbers which could satisfy all the postu
lates of ordinary algebra.
a

n~~ber

Finally, hamilton realized that

composed of a real part and two imaginary parts was

not adequate for the required

n~~ber

system and that a number

composed of a real part and three imaginary parts was required.
Vfuy this is the case is outlined in the following discussion
of directed line segments in space.

The outline of this dis

cussion is taken from An Elementary Treatise 2a Quaternions
by P.G. Tait. l

Ip.G. Tait, An Elementary Treatise on Quaternions,
London, 1867, pp. 3~49.
-
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the directed line

rE.

In this sense all directed line seg

ments parallel and equal in length to AB will be denoted by
the same number triplet.

The usual procedures for adding

directed line segments could also be employed so that
A5 tEG =AC.

The three unit directed segments emanating from the
origin where one each is contained by the x, y and z axes
are denoted as i, j and k. (see Figure 2-1.)

Any directed

line segment in space parallel to one of the unit directed
segments is written as a scalar multiple of that particular
unit directed segment.

Thus, any directed line segment in

space may be resolved into three components, one of each of
the components being parallel to and a scalar mUltiple of one
of each of the unit directed segments i, j and k.
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Define the operation of multiplication of one unit
directed line segment b by another unit directed line segment
a as giving the unit directed line segment c, which is in a
counterclockwise rotation from b and mutually perpendicular
to a and b.

From Figure 2-1 this yields
i

• j == k,

k. i;j,

j

j

• i.:: -k,

i • k::-j,

and

Note that this multiplication is

• k

k

= i
•

j:::: -i.

non-com~utative.

The quotient of two directed line segments is now
considered to be a "number" which will act as an operator on
one directed line segment to make it equivalent to another
directed line segment.

AB

CD.

=q •

H~~ilton

For example,

~ ~q so that

This ttnumber lt q was the type of number which

decided was to be composed of a real part and three

imaginary parts.

Hamilton used the following cases to arrive

at this conclusion.
Case 1.

CD

If AB and

are parallel it is well known in

Cartesian space geometry that a scalar multiple of CD is
equivalent to AB.
operate as a real

Thus, the "number" q in this case would
nQ~ber

to increase or decrease the length

of CD.
Case 2.

If

AB

equivalent of CD to be
point A.

lI

AD'

CD

are not parallel, take the

so that

AB

and ADI emanate from

Now rotate ADI about A until its direction coin

cides with that of AB.
the

and

To specify this rotation operation

number ll q must be composed of three elements; two

7
elements to represent the angles which fix the plane in which
the rotation takes place and one more element to represent
the angle for the amount of this rotation.

Also, this

"number" q must contain an additional element to increase or
decrease the length of

ADt so that ADt would be equivalent

to AB when operated on by q

&~

~~

Gase 1.

With these cases in mind, Hamilton used

~he

three

imaginary unit directed line segments to establish the plane
and the amount of rotation and a real number to increase or
decrease the length of the given directed line segment in
constructing the

t1

number" q.

These "numbers" q then act as

operators to rotate a given directed line segment into
another given directed line segment.
these

t1

It was the set of all

numbers tl q, given as the quotient of any two directed

line segments and represented with a real and three imaginary
parts, which Hamilton designated as quaternions.
2.3.

Historical consequences.

Although Hamilton ex

pected his quaternions to prove to be a powerful tool for the
advancement of physics, his expectation was never completely
fulfilled.

A large part of this is due perhaps, in the loss

of naturalness in taking the square of a directed line seg
ment to be a negative scalar and the fact that quaternions
are rather bUlky to work with.
It is interesting to note that the American physicist
J.W. Gibbs, by simplifying and making more flexible the

8
operations with quaternions, was able to develop a more
applicable vector algebra to meet the demands of tensor cal
culus.

In this respect, vector theory might be regarded as

being latent in the theory of quaternions.
To the pure mathematician, a consequence of Hamilton's
quaternion algebra is that it was the first example of a con
sistent algebra in which one of the fundamental postulates,
the commutative law of multiplication, was deleted. 2

As a

result, the door was opened for the study of structures of
algebraic systems.

2 C• Lanczos, William rtowan Hamilton - An Appreciation,
American Scientist, vol. 55 (1967), p. 137. -

C:'iAPTER III
THE ALGEBRA OF QUATERNIONS
3.1.

Introduction.

The algebra of quaternions is the

system consisting of the four basis units (1, i, j, k) over
any field.

However, unless otherwise stated, restriction will

be made to the system of quaternions over the field of the
real numbers.

All properties of the real number

be assumed for any operation performed on real

sys~em

will

n~~bers.

In this chapter, it will be shown that the quaternions
over the field of real numbers form a division ring and that
these quaternions are the only non-commutative division ring
algebraic over the field of real

3.2.

n~~bers.

Definitions and algebraic nronerties.

the set of all numbers of the form a

of-

Let Q be

bi + cj +dk where a, b,

c and d are real numbers and 1, i, j and k are basis units.
Equality and the operations of addition and multiplication
are defined on the elements of Q as follows.
Definition.

3.1.

Equality.

(x ;-yi+ zj +wk) if and only if a
Definition.
(x + yi ;- z j

3.2.

=x, b =y,

Addition.

+ wk) = [( a + x) +

(a+bi;-cj+dk)==

(b 1" y) i

c:: z and d ~ w.

(a4-bi -t-cj -t-dk) +

~ ( c 1" z) j + (d + w) ~

•
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Defi~ition.

i 2

3.3.

~ultiplication

of basis units.

= j2=::k 2 =_1

i. j

== k,

j.i=-k,

j. k

= i,

k. i =. j

k.j= -i

and i.k=:-j.

Set Q, with the above operations defined on Q, will
now be referred to as the quaternions.
In the algebra of quaternions, multiplication of a
basis unit with a real number is assumed to be

corr~utative.

That is, for any real number x and the basis unit i,
x·i;:i·x and similarly for the other basis units.
Definition.

3.4.

MUltiplication of quaternions.

(a + bi + cj -t-dk) • (x + yi + zj;- wk)= Qax - by - cz - dw)

-r

(ay+bx+cw-dz)i ..... (az-bw+cx+dy)j -t- (aw-I-bZ-cy-rdX)k].
It is well to note here that multiplication of qua
ternions is very similar to multiplication of polynomials
with the use of definition

3.4.

and the

co~~utativity

of

basis units with real numbers.
Investigation of the structure of quaternions as a
mathematical system will now follow.
Definition.

3.5.

A group G is a collection of ob

jects for which a binary operation

*

is defined where the

operation is subject to the following laws.
(1.) If a and b are in G, then

a~~b

(2.) If a, band c are in G, then

is in G.

(a·::·b)·:~c=a~"(b·::·c).

(3.) There exists a unique identity element e in G
such that for all a in G a·:"e::: a.

11

(4.) For every a in G there exists a unique inverse
element a' such t~at a·;:·a' = e. l
If the group G is also

co~~utative

under the defined

operation (i.e. a*b=b*a for all a,b in G), then G is called
an abelian group.

3.1.

Tneorem.

The quaternions form an additive

abelian group.
Proof:

By use of definition 3.2. and the closure

property of addition for the real number system, it is seen
that addition is closed in the quaternions.

In a similar

manner associativity and commutativity follow. from definition

3.2. and the associative and commutative properties of the
real numbers.

The unique additive identity element is the

zero quaternion 0=0 +Oi+ OJ + Ok.
verse for any qua ternion a + bi + c j
[(-a) + (-b)i + (-c)j + (-d)k].

The unique additive in
-I'"

dk is the qua ternion

Thus, the quaternions form an

additive abelian group.
Definition.

3.6.

A ring R is an additive abelian

group with the additional properties:
(1.) The group R is closed with respect to a second
binary operation

(2.) The operation

e

e.

is associative for all elements

in R.

lKenneth S. Miller, Elements of Modern Abstract
Algebra, New York, 1958, p. 1.
-
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(3.) The operation • is distributive with resnect to

*

on both the left and right for all elements in

R. 2

If a ring has a unity element u.for each element x in
R such that x.u=x, then the ring is called a ring with
unity.

3.2.

Theorem.
--

The quaternions form a ring with

unity.
Proof:

Theorem 3.1. satisfies the first condition

for quaternions to be a ring with unity.
multiplication is seen from definition

Closure under

3.4.

and the closure

properties of addition and multiplication for the real num
bers.

To show that multiplication is associative is a

rather tedious task.

To satisfy this condition the argument

is used that it suffices to show that the basis units are
associative for multiplication and since the real numbers
are associative for multiplication this would imply that
quaternions are also associative for multiplication.

To

show that the basis units are associative for multiplication
definition 3.3. is used as follows:
(i. j) • i == k. i = j ::: i. (-k)
( i. j ) • j

=i. ( j. i)

= k. j =- i =i. (-1) := i. ( j. j )

( i. j) • k ::: k. k=-l

2Ibid., p.

54.

= i. i

== i. ( j. k)
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(i.i).1:::: -l.i::: -i= i. (-l)=i.(i.i)
(i.i).j:=-l.j::: -j=i.k=i.(i.j)
(i.i)·k ::.-l.k:: -k;;; i· (-j)::: i· (i.k)
(i· k) • i ::: - j. i

= k = i· j :: i· (k. i)

( i. k) • j :: - j • j .::: 1 ::: i· (- i) ::: i· (k- j )

(i - k) • k ::: - j • k :: -i ::: i· ( -1) :: i· (k· k)
Since multiplication is unchanged under the substitution
i...,j .. j...,k,

k~i

it follows that the basis units are associa

tive under multiplication. 3

The conclusion can now be made

that the quaternions are multiplicatively associative.

It

must now be shown that the quaternions satisfy the distribu
tive law of mUltiplication over addition.

Tnat is, for any

quaternions Ql' Q2 and Q3 it must be shown that Ql-(Q2+ Q3)=
Ql - Q2 + Ql- Q3 and (Q21" Q3) - Ql ::. Q2- Ql + Q3· Ql.

For the left

hand distributive property, if the sum of Q2 and Q3 is found
and the product of Ql with this sum is taken, then this pro
duct is identical to the sum of the products Ql-Q2 and Ql-Q3
due to the commutativity of the real numbers with the basis
units and definition 3.2.

A similar arguement holds for the

right hand distributive property.

The existence of a multi

pli ca ti ve unity element is verified since for l::: 1,. oi + oj +
ok, 1- (a -r bi or cj -r dk) = a+- bi + cj + dk for any qua ternion
a+bi-+-cj-rdk_

Thus, the quaternions form a ring with unity.

3cyrus ·C. MacD)lffee, A~ Introduction to .t..bstract
Algebra, New York, 19~O, p. 2~1.
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3.7.

Definition.

If every element of a ring with

unity, except the additive group identity, has an inverse,
then the ring is called a division ring.4
To show that the quaternions form a division ring the
following definitions will be needed.

3.8.

Definition.
a~bi+cj+dk

Tne conjugate of any quaternion

is the quaternion a+(-b)i+(-c)j+(-d)k.

The conjugate of any quaternion Q will be denoted as

"Q.
3.9.

Definition.

The norm of any quaternion Q is the

product Q. Q.
The norm of any quaternion Q will be denoted as lQI.
It should be noted that the norm of any quaternion is
a real valued quaternion.

That is, for any quaternion
Q:: a +bi + cj +dk, then }QI:; [(a 2 + b 2 + c 2 ... d 2 ) 0/- 01i- oj +o~.

3.3.

Theorem.

The quaternions form a division ring.

Theorem 3.2. satisfies the first condition for

Proof:

the quaternions to be a division ring.

It remains to be

shown that every quaternion Q, Qtc'O has an inverse.

Since

=10

(if Q,eO) and JQJ is real valued, \QI has

an inverse) Ql-l.

Then .. Q(Q·IQI-l) = (Q.Q).) Ql-l;;; IQI·IQ1- l

Q·Q=Q..Q=/QI

= 1.

Thus, by closure of multiplication the inverse of any quater
nion Q is the quaternion (Q. lQ\-l) and the set of quaternions
is a division ring.

4Miller,

Ope cit., p.

57.
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A division ring is said to be a field if the division
ring is multiplicatively

co~~utative.

The quaternions are

not a field as is evident in definition 3.3.
To conclude this chapter the proof of a theorem attri
buted to Frobenius will be constructed.

This theorem contains

an interesting characteristic of quaternions, namely that the
quaternions constitute the only non-commutative division ring
over the field of real numbers.

To construct this proof the

following facts must be recalled about the field of complex
numbers.
theorem

These facts are derived from the fundamental
of algebra.

Fact.

3.1.

Every polynomial of degree n over the

field of complex numbers has all its n roots in the field of
complex nu.11lbers.
Fact.

3.2.

The only irreducible polynomial over the

field of real numbers are of degree one or two.
Definition.
corr~ute

3.10.

The set C of all elements which

with every element of group G is called the center

of 0. 5
Definition.

3.11.

A division ring D is said to be

algebraic over a field F if:
(1.) F is contained in the center of D and

5Ibid .,

p.

51.
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(2.) for every a in D, a satisfies a nontrivial poly
nomial with coefficients in F. 6
Lem~a.

3.1.

Let C be the field of complex

n~~bers

ana suppose that the division ring D is algebraic over C.
'?hen, D == 'C.
?roof:

Suppose that a is any element of D. Since D
is algebraic over C, a n + Pl" a n - l -+- ••• T Pn_ra +- Pn :: 0 for some
Pl ,P2" " • Pn in C. By fact 3.1. the polynomial P (x) == x n + Pl'
x n - l -r •• •• + Pn-l'x .... Pn can be factored so that P (x) == (x-ql) ,
(x- q 2) ••• (x-qn) where ql' q2' • .. , qn are all in C. Since Cis
in the center of D, every element of C commutes with a and
with the hypothesis p(a)
D

=

(a-ql)-(a-q2) ••• (a-qn)== O.

is a division ring a-qk :: 0 and a

=qk

for some k.

Since
Thus,

every element of D is in C and since every element of C is in
D, then D:::

c. 7

Theorem.

3.4.

(Frobenius).

Let D be a division ring

algebraic over the field of real numbers F.

Then D is iso

morphic to one of:
(1. ) the field of real numbers

(2. ) the field of complex numbers, or
(J. ) the division ring of quaternions over the real

numbers.

6 I • N• Herstein, Tonics in Algebra, New York, 1964,
p. 326.

7Ibid ., pp. 326-327.
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Proof:

Suppose

D~F

and that a is in D but not in F.

By hypothesis a satisfies some polynomial over F, hence some
irreducible

polyno~ial

over F.

By fact 3.2., a satisfies

either a linear or quadratic equation over F.

If this equa

tion is linear, a is in F contrary to assumption.
suppose a 2 + 2pa + q
p2_q •

=

0 where p and q are in F.

Therefore,

Then, (a+p) 2:::;

Now p2_q < 0 for otherwise a"'p ~!d where d is the real

number~ p2_ q and so a would be in F; but, a is not in F.
Since p2_q < 0 we may write p2_ q
fore, (a-rp) 2

~-r 2

2."IoD) 2
and ( -r

=-r 2

=-1.

where r is in F.

T'here

Thus, if a is in D and not

in ?, real numbers p and r can be found such that (a~D)2= -1.
If D is commutative, pick a in D and not in F and let i
(a;D) where p and r are chosen in F so that i 2 ::::-1.

=

There

fore D contains a field isomorphic to the field of complex
numbers; call it F(i).

Since D is commutative and algebraic

over F it is algebraic over F(i) and by lemma 3.1. D=F(i).
Therefore, if D is commutative it is either F or F(i).
Assume now that D is non-commutative.

The center of

D must be F for if a is in the center and not in F, then for
some p and r in F (arrr)2: -1.

Therefore, the center contains

a field isomorphic to the complex
if the complex

nQ~bers

n~bers.

But by lemma 3.1.

(or an isomorph) are in the center of

D, then D =C forcing D to be cmmnutative.

Hence F is the

center of D.
Now let a be in D and not in F.
"i', i

=.

§:..:!:..12.

r

satisfies i 2 ::-1.

For some p and r in

Since i is not in F, i is not in
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the center of F.

Therefore, there is an element b in D so

that c=bi - ibr!=O.

Now compute i·c-+"'c·i; ic + c1 =i(bi-ib)-1..

(bi-ib)i==ibi-i 2 b+bi 2 -ibi=0 since i 2 ::::--1.
Also, ic 2 = -c(i·c)

= -c(-c.i)::::: c 2 i

Thus, ic==-ci.

and c 2 commutes with i.

Now c satisfies some quadratic equation over F, c 2 +tc-t-m-0.
Since c 2 and m commute with i, tc must commute with i.
is, tei::: i te :::: tic

= -tel.

then t:::: 0 and c 2 = -me
it can be said that
F.

Therefore 2tci

=0

That

and since 2e1.#O,

Since c is not in F (for ci = -ic#ic)
is positive and so m=v 2 where v is in

l':l

Therefore c 2 = _v 2 j let j = {- _

Then j satisfies:

c2
1
(1. ) J.2 = v
2 :: 
(2. ) j i + ij =
Let k

~ij.

%i 1" i~=

ci+ is:: O.
v

The i, j and k behave like those for the quater

nicns, so that T ;[Po+Pl i+P2 j ..r P 3k [ P o ,Pl,P2 and P3 are in
FJ forms a subdivision ring of D isomorphic to the quaternions
over the real numbers.

It must now be shown that T:= D.

If g in D satisfies g2= -1, let N(g)=::

x.g :=.g.x].

[xix

is in D,

N(g) is a subdivision ring of D; moreover g, and

so all Po i" Plg, where Po and Pl are in F, are in the center
of N(g).

By lernma

3.1- it follows that N(g)=:: [p o + Plg!PO

and PI are in F] and if

x-g=g.x,

then x==Po+Plg for some

Po and PI in F.
Suppose that u is any element in D and not in F.
some P and q in F, w=

UqP

satisfies w2 := -1.

For

Now wi+- iw com

mutes with both i and w since i(wi+iw):::iwi+i 2 w:iwi+wi 2 ;:

19
(iiv

+ wi) i, where

i 2 == -1.

Similarly w(wi+ iw) -= (wi -+- iw)w.

?ro:n the preceding paragraph it can be stated that wi+ iw =
o'-t-u'i==p
'0
-1
0-t-u
- 1 w.

If w is not in T, then Pl= 0 (since other

wise w could be solved in terms of i).

Therefore wi + iw = p

a

Similarly wj -r jw:: qo for some qo in F and

for some Po in F.

for some r o in F. Let z=w+ ~Oi+.§2j+ ~Ok. Then
z i + i z ::. wi + i Vi + po. (i 2 + i 2 ) + :1.0. ( j i + i j ) + 2:.0. (ki + i k) p - Po =
2 2 2
0
O. Similarly zj -I- jz -= 0 and zk + kz O. Now, 0 == zk 1- kz -:::.

Vlk+kvv.:::r o

=

0;=.

zij+ijz=(zi+iz)j+i(jz-zj)=i(jz-zj), since zi-tiz=O.
However, i#O and since this is in a division ring, it follows
"Chat jz - zj

= O.

implies that z

But, jz +zj

= O.

Now, z::

O.
W

T, contradicting w not in 'J:.
u is in T.

Thus, 2jz =0 and 2j~0,

+ ~Oi+ ~ j + ~Ok =0
Since w::: u~p,

U

and w is in

= qw -r p, then

Therefore, any element in D is in T and since T

is contained in D, then D=T.

As T is isomorphic to the

quaternions over the field of real numbers, D is also isomor
phic to the division ring of real quaternions.
the proof. 8

8Ibid ., pp. 327-329

This completes

CP..APTER IV

THE

4.1.
co~~utative

CO~~UTATIVE

Introduction.

QUATER~IONS

Quaternions are not generally

under the operation of mUltiplicaticn.

chapter the conditions for two quaternions to be

In this

cow~utative

will be determined and some of the properties of the sets of
quaternions which are

cow~utative

will be examined.

Attention will first be directed to finding the condi
tions for two quaternions to be commutative.
quaternions Ql == a 7" bi to cj + dk and Q2 -:=

X to

That is, for

yi -t zj oj- wk when is

Q1· Q2::: Q2· Q1?
4.2.

Conditions ~ co~mutativity. By definition 3.4.

Q1. Q2:::"(ax - by - cz - dw)

-t-

(ay+ bx

-to

cw - dZ)i + (az - bw -r cx -..dy) j +

(aw+bz-cy+dx)k and Q2. ~=(ax-by-cZ-dW)+(bx+aY+dz
cw) i + ( cx - dy + az 1" bW) j + (dx + cy - bz + a w) k.

By def ini t i on

3 .1. Q1· Q2 =Q2· Q1 if and onl y if:
(1.) ax - by - cz - dw == ax - by - cz - dw and
( 2.) ay + bx + cw - dz
(3.) az - bw ... cx

+ dy

(4.) aw + bz - cy

"t"

dx

=bx + ay + dz ='

cw and

ex - dyof- az + bw and

-= dx + cy -

bz + aWe

It suffices to show that Ql· Q2

=Q2 • Ql

when statements

(2.), (3.) and (4.) are satisfied simultaneously.
in simplified form
(2.)

cw::.dz,

That is,

2l

(J.) dy

=- bw,

and

(4.) bz == cy.

must be satisfied simultaneously.

Obviously, if b, c and d

are all zero and/or y, z and ware all zero the above equa
tions are satisfied.

This implies that Ql· Q2=Q2· Ql when

one or both of Ql and Q2 are real valued quaternions.

Also,

all three equations are satisfied when the quaternions Ql
and Q2 are complex valued.

That is, if Ql and Q2 are elements

of a subset of quaternions isomorphic to the complex
(If Ql and Q2 are both of the form a + bi

-t-

n~mbers.

oj .... ok, or both of

the form a + oi to bj to ok, or both of the form a + oi

+ oj -t- bk.)

Now suppose that Ql and Q2 are not both real valued or of
the complex forms.
sa ti sfied if ; = ~

Tnen equations (2.),
'=

~.

(3.) and (4.) are

The following theorem can now be

stated.
Theorem.
Q2

4.1.

= x + yi"" zj + wk

Qua ternions Ql:: a + bi + cj + dk and

are COIl".muta ti ve if:

(1.) Ql and/or Q2 are real valued quaternions
(2.) Ql and Q2 are complex valued quaternions
(J .) .£:;.9. -:; 9: •
y z w
Case 1. of theorem

4.1

implies that any real valued

quaternion will commute multiplicatively with any other
quaternion.

Case 2. implies that a complex valued quaternion

will commute only with another complex valued quaternion of
the same form.

Case

3.

implies that any two quaternions

which have their corresponding coefficients of their
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respective basis units in constant ratio will

co~~ute.

As the sets of quaternions which satisfy case 1. or
case 2. are the sets of quaternions isomorphic to the real
numbers and the complex numbers respectively, the remainder
of this chapter will be devoted to the sets of quaternions
which satisfy case

3.

of theorem

4.1.

In case 3. the coefficients of the basis unit 1 of Ql
and Q2 play no part in determining the commutativity of Ql
and Q2.

In other words, given any quaternion Q= a+ bi +cj +

dk all other quaternions which commute with Q would be of the
form e + n. bi + n. cj + n. dk where e and n vary over the set of
real numbers and the real numbers b, c and d are fixed by
the choice of Q.

Thus, for each choice of

Q

there exists an

infinite set which contains Q and all quaternions which com
mute with Q.

4.3.

Quaternions which

co~~ute.

Consider now the set

of all quaternions which commute with some quaternion Q= a +
bi

+ cj

+ dk.

Thi s set of course include s Q, all real valued

quaternions and all quaternions of the form e +nbi + ncj + ndk.
Denote this subset of the quaternions as CQ.

The operations

of addition and multiplication on CQ are the operations de
fined on all quaternions in chapter III.,
Theorem.
Proof:
Q.l ;:;' (a +nbi

1"'

4.2.

The set of quaternions CQ form a field.

First, CQ is an additive abelian group.
ncj +ndk) and Q2;:;' (e + mbi + mcj +mdk).

Ql ;- Q2 =Ga+e)

of-

Let

Then,

(n-rm) bi + (ni-m) cj + (n+m) d~ whi ch is an element
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of CQv

Thus, addition is closed in CQ.

corr~utativity

Associativity and

for addition follows as in theorem 3.1.

dodi ti ve identity

0

+ oi +- oj + ok is an element ofCQ.

TI~e

For

any element (a+nbi+ncj+ndk), its additive inverse (-a

nbi-ncj -ndk) is also in CQ..



Thus, CQ is an additive abelian

group.
~ow,

mUltiplication is closed in CQ.

Let Ql:::: (a

+ nbi+

= (e + mbi + mcj +

mdk) where Ql and Q 2 ar-e any
elements of CQ. Then, Ql· Q2 =[(ae - w.nb 2 - mnc 2 _ m...'1d 2 ) +
(ne-rma)bi+(ne+ma)cj + (ne+ma)dg and Ql· Q2 is in CQ.

ncj + ndk) and Q2

Multiplication is associative and also is distributive with
respect to addition on both the left and right as a result
of theorem 3.2. and closure in CQ of multiplication and
addition.
CQ.

The multiplicative identity 1+ oi of-oj +- ok is in

From theorem 3.3., the multiplicative inverse for every

non-zero quaternion in CQ is again in CQ.

Since this set is

the set of quaternions which are commutative under multipli
cation, CQ is a field.
According to the theorem of Frobenius, if CQ is alge
braic over the field of real numbers, then CQ is isomorphic
to either the field of real numbers, the field of complex
nlli~bers

numbers.

or the division ring of quaternions over the real
To show that this is the case, the following

theorem must be proved.
Theorem.

4.3.

field of real numbers.

The field CQ is algebraic over the
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Proof:

To prove this theorem two conditions

~ust

be

satisfied:
(1.) the real numbers must be contained in the center
of CQ;
(2.) every element of CQ must satisfy a non-trivial

polynomial with coefficients in the real numbers.
Condition (1.) is easily satisfied as CQ contains all
real valued quaternions which are isomorphic to the field of
real numbers and of course

co~~ute

with every other element

To show that condition (2.) is satisfied, let Q be

in CQ.

any element of CQ.

Consider the polynomial p (x)

(x - Q) so that p(x) = x 2 - (Q

T

= (x -

Q)

•

Q)x t- Q.Q. The coefficients of

this polynomial are real numbers and p(Q)=O.

Thus, CQ is

algebraic over the field of real numbers and must be isomor
phic to either the field of real numbers, the field of complex
n\.L'1lbers or the di vi sion ring of qua ternions over the real
numbers.

4.4.

Theorem.

CQ is isomorphic to the field of

compl ex numbe rs.
Proof:

The mapping of CQ onto the field of complex

numbers is given by:
a+bi+cj+dk

"

~

a + (1

.v

b2 + c

2

To

d

2

) i

Then,
e+n.bi+n.cj+n.dk<

) e+(n .Vb 2 +c 2 -rd 2 ) i

and
f

+ r. b i + r. c j + r. dk (

) f + ( r •Vb 2 -to c 2 -r d 2 ) i

•
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so that

<

(etf)+(n+r)bi+(n+r)cj-1-(n+r)dk

)

Ji

2
2
Gn+r);0b 2 + c + d
2 + c 2 + ( 2 ) ~ 1
+ (n
t- (r ·\lb 2 + c 2 + d 2 ) ~

(e+f)

G

[!

+

==

.0b

and
[e f - nr ( b 2 + c 2 + d 2 )

~f

>

(

- nr ( b 2 + c 2 + d

8

2

~

nf + re)\.fb 2 + c 2 + 0

1- (nf+re)bi + (nf+re)cj

G+ (n"Vb

+ (nf;- re ) d~

..,..

J

2

i

=

~ •
c 2 + d 2 ) ~.

2 + c2 + d 2 )

[£ + (r\lb 2 +

Thus, operations are preserved.

Now, if
e +nbi +ncj +ndk

<

)

<

)

e

-t-

(n .Vb 2 + c 2 + d

2) i

and
f + r b i + r c j +- rdk

e... (n:J b

2

2
2
+ c .... d ) i

so that

~e+f) -+

+

(

(n+r)bi + (n+r) cj

-4

(etf)+- [(n+r)\.lb 2 + c 2 +d 2 'Ji=

~ + (n .Vb 2 + c 2 + d 2 ) • ~ +

(n+r)dk]

~

+- (n .\.lb 2 + c 2 ;. d 2).

[(e+-e)+

~

=.

~n+n)Jb2 i- c 2 -I- d 2 Ji),

then the complex numbers (e+f)t- Qn+r) ;Vb 2 t- c 2 + d 2 Ji and
(e+e)+ Dntn). ~b2 t- c 2

i"

d 2 J i are equal if and only if f

and r = n, establishing the one-to-one correspondence.
the isomorphism is established.

=e

Thus,

CEAPTEri V
REPRESENTATIONS OF
5.1.

Introduction.

Various ways of representing the

set of qua ternions over the field
given in this chapter.

QUATERNIO~S

01"

real numbers will oe

To accomplish this, an

iso~orphism

between each 9roposed representation and the quaternions
which were defined in chapter III will be shown.
5.2.

Ordered quadruDles.

'£he first representation

will be a representation of the quaternions by the set A
consisting of all ordered quadruples (al' a2' a3' a4) where
al' a2, a3 and a4 are real numbers.

The usual

malli~er

for

defining equality of n-tuples will be assumed to hold for
the elements of set A.
Definition.

5.1.

i) addition of ordered quadruples.
(al,a2,a3,a4) -to (bl ,b 2 ,b3,b4)::;
(a l + b l , a2;- b 2 ,

a3

-to

b 3 , a4 + b

4)

ii ) multiplication of ordered
quadruples.
(al,a2,a3,a4-) • (bl ,b 2 ,b3,b4-)

=:

(albl-a2b2-a3b3-a4-b4, alb2+ a 2 b l+
a3 b 4- a 4 b 3, alb3- a 2b 4 T a3 b l -ra4b2,
alb4 -to a2 b 3 - a3 b 2 + a4 b l).
With these definitions on the set A of ordered quad
ruples there exists a natural isomorphism with the set of
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quaternions over the real number system.

5.1.

Theorem.

The quaternions over the field of

real numbers are isomorphic to the set A of ordered quad
ruples.
The mapping of the quaternions onto set A is

Proof:
,siven by:
a

-I-

bi

+ cj

+ dk

~

~

(a, b, c, d).

gj .,. hk

(

~

(e, f, g, h)

If
e + fi

-to

then
rra+e) + (b+f)i + (ctg)j + (d-rh)~ (

)

(a+e, b+f, c+g, doth) =
(a,b,c,d) -r (e,f,g,h)

and
0ae-bf-Cg-dh)

+ (af-rbe+ch-dg)i+ ~

(ag-bh+ce+df) j

+ (ah+bg-cf+ed) ~

(ae-bf-cg-dh, af+be+ch-dg,
ag-bh+ce+df, ahi'bg-cf+de)=
(a,b,c,d). (e,f,g,h)

establishing the one-to-one correspondence and preservation
of operations.

5.3.

Matrices.

The following representations of

quaternions involve matrix algebra requiring the following
definitions.
Definition.

5.2.

An mxn matrix over a field F is a

rectangular array of elements ofF consisting of m rows and
n columns of t he form:
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all a 12 ••• a ln
a 21 a 22 ••• a 2n

a

•

•

•
•

•
•

l

a

ml

The usual

m(aij)n·

ma~~er

mn
for defining equality of matrices

will be assumed.
Definition.

5.3.

Matrix addition.

=

The sum of the matrices over F, A= m(aij)n and B
m(bij)n is the matrix C =A+B=m(aij1"b ij )n in F. 2
Definition. 5.4. Multiplication of a matrix by an
element of F.
The product of m(aij)n by an element f of F is the
matrix m(f.aij)n. 3
Definition.

5.5.

Matrix multiplication.

The product m(aij)n e n(bij)p is the matrix m(Cij)p,
where Cij::

tk-=l[aik· bk~"

Definition.

5. •

(i= l,2, ••• ,m; j :=l,2, ••• ,p).4
A square matrix is a matrix with

n rows and n columns.
With the use of the preceding definitions the follow
ing theorem is stated and proved which yields the second

lCharles P. Benner and others, Topics in Modern
Algebra, New York, 1962, p. 31.
-
2 Ibid., p. 31.

3 I bid., p. 32.

4Ibid .,

p.

34.
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representation of the quaternions over the field of real
numbers.
Theorem.
nlli~bers

5.2.

The quaternion over the field of real

are isomorphic to a system of

4x4

matrices over the

field of real numbers.
Proof:

4x4

The mapping of the quaternions onto the set of

matrices is given by:

a ..,.. bi + oj + dk

(a bed)

)

(

-b

a -d 0
d a-b
-d -c b a

-0

If
e + fi

of-

gj + hk

h)

(e

?

~

•

g
-f re -h
g
-g h e-f
-h -g f
e

then
[(a't'e) +- (b+f)1

+

(c +g) j T (d +h) ~ (

, r
.,

dth
a+e
b+f
c+g
-(b+f) a+e -(d+h) c+g
- (c+g)
ate -(b+f)
dth
-(d+h)-(ctg) b+f
a+e

l

(a bed) +erg h)
-b
-c
-d

a -d c
d a -b
-0
b a

-f

e -h g
e-f
-n -g f e

-~ h

and
[jae-bf-Cg-dh) i- (af+be+ch-dg) i

t"

')

+ (ag-bh+oe-fodf) j + (ah+bg-cf+ed)~
ae-bf-cg-dh

af+be+ch-dg

-(af-tbet'ch-dg)

ae-bf-cg-dh

-(ag-bhToe-rdf)

ah+bg-cf+ed

-(ah+bg-of+ed) -(ag-bh+ce+df)
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ag-bh+ce+df

ah+bg-cf~ed

-(ahtbg-cf+ed

ag-bh+ce+df

ae-bf-cg-dh

-(afTbe+ch-dg)

af+be+ch-dg

ae-bf-cg-dh

abc

d

a -d

c

d

-c

e

g

h

e -h

g

f

a-b

h

a

-g

b

e-f
f

e

establishing the one-to-one correspondence and preservation
of operations.
The last representation of the quaternions over the
field of real numbers to be taken up in this chapter is given
by the following theorem.

5.3.

Theorem.

The quaternions over the field of real

numbers are isomorphic to a system of 2x2 matrices over the
field of complex numbers.
Proof:

The mapping of the quaternions onto the set of

2x2 matrices is given by:
atbii-cj+dk

(;

( "'bi C-tdi)

)

-ctdi

a-bi

If
e + fi +- gj + hk

(

7

( eTfi

-g+hi

g+hi)
e-fi

•
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then
Ua-re)

+ (b+f)i

<;

+(c+g)j+(h+d)k]

>

(c+g) -t- (d+h)

(a+e) + (b+f)i

( a + e) - (b+ f ) i

-(cTg) + (di-h)i
(

a+bi

" -c+di

i) =

C+di)

(

+

a-bi

e+fi
-gthi

g+hi )
e-fi

and
Dae-bf-Cg-dh)

i-

(af+be+ch-dg)i

+ (ag-bh+ce+df)j -to

<E

(ah+bg-cf+ed) ~

7

(ae-bf-cg-dh)

+

(af+be+ch-dg) i

( -(ag-bh-t-ce+df)

"1-

(ahtbg-cf+ed)i

(ag-bh+ce+df)+ (ah+bg-cf+ed)i)

=

(ae-bf-cg-dh) - (af-tbe+ch-dg) i
a+bi
( -c'tdi

CTdi)
a-bi

..

/ e-t"fi

gThi)

\-g+hi

e-fi

establishing the one-to-one correspondence and preservation
of operations.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLuSION

6.1.

Summary.

The quaternions were devised by

Hamilton as a mathematical tool for the application to the
solution of physics problems in three dimensional space.
However, even though Hamilton's expectations for the use of
quaternions were never fulfilled completely, from the
quaternions emerged the more applicable subject of vector
analysis.
The quaternions had an effect on the study of
structures of number systems which was similar to the effects
that the discovery of the non-Euclidean geometries had on the
study of geometry.

With the development of the quaternions

it was shown that a consistent algebra existed which contra
dicted what was thought to be an immutable postulate of
algebra, the commutative principle for multiplication.
In conclusion, the effects of Frobenius' theorem in
the development of this study should not be overlooked.

It

is hoped that the reader has gained a fuller appreciation
for the power of this theorem with the isomorphism that was
presented between the commutative quaternions and the field
of complex nQmbers.

6.2.

A suggestion for further study.

In chapter two

it was stated that the algebra of quaternions was the number
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system of the basis units 1, i, j and k over any field.

The

question as to what properties are contained by the quater
nions taken over a finite field or infinite fields other than
the reals might merit further investigation.

I
I
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